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A) INTERNATIONALE ÖKONOMIE

Antidumping: Uses and Consequences

Antitrust effects of Trade Policy

Signaling and Expectations: Does Decentralisation Affect Internal Migration?


B) MAKROÖKONOMIE

National Language(s) and Social Mobility. Do language-borders within countries foster inequality?

What makes fiscal rules work?

**Under expert supervision: Can fiscal watchdogs reduce government deficits?**


**Urbanization and Structural Transformation**


**Transport Costs, Infrastructure and Economic Growth**


**C) POLITISCHE ÖKONOMIE**

**The Pipeline-System during the Mau Mau Uprisings. Characterization of the different types of Britain’s Gulags in the 1950s in Kenya**


**ISIS and Facebook – How modern terrorists use social media for recruiting fighters internationally**


**Persistence and Economic Development: Which Historic Institutions Provide Pre-Conditions for Markets and Participation Today?**


**Natural Resources and Development Aid**


**Natural Resources and Political Development**


**Administrative Fragmentation and Leader Survival**


**Long-Run Effects of Slavery**
